OASIS AMQP Bindings & Mappings Technical Committee

Minutes of the Bindings & Mappings Technical Committee

Tuesday, 26th of February, 2013

Chair(s) Steve Huston

Members in Attendance:

Steve Huston Individual Matthew Arrott Individual
Laurie Bryson JPMorgan Rob Godfrey JPMorgan
Mark Blair Credit Suisse Allan Cornish, INETCO Systems
David Ingham Microsoft Shawn McAllister Solace Systems
Dale Moberg Axway Software Andreas Moravec Deutsche Boerse
Jakub Sholz Deutsche Boerse Wolfe Tombe, US DHS
Agenda

1. Call to Order and Welcome
2. Roll Call
3. Approve Agenda
4. Approve minutes from February 12, 2013 meeting
5. Progress on Websockets (David Ingham)
6. Progress on SCTP (Matthew Arrott)
7. Progress on SOAP (John O’Hara)
8. Progress on JMS (Rob Godfrey)
9. OpenMAMA/AMQP (William Henry)
10. Any other business
11. Adjourn
Notes:

1. Welcome and call to order
   Meeting opened at 10:30am EST, 30 minutes later than scheduled due to a conflict with the conference line.

2. Roll Call
   As noted above and updated on the roster. Meeting is quorate.

3. Approve agenda
   There were no objections to the published agenda.

4. Approve minutes from February 12, 2013 meeting
   Approved.

5. Progress on Websockets (David Ingham)
   Websockets was discussed in Redmond last week. David will circulate high-level notes from those discussions. Additionally, David and Rob Godfrey both reported on working code being developed to flesh out details of the design discussions. David will set up a meeting for people interested in both helping to author the TC work product and to review.

6. Progress on SCTP (Matthew Arrott)
   Little progress on SCTP made in the Redmond sessions. Randall Stewart will hold an informational session about SCTP later today.

7. Progress on SOAP (John O’Hara)
   John O’Hara was not in attendance. SOAP was not discussed in Redmond.

8. Progress on JMS (Rob Godfrey)
   Rob has no update on JPMorgan legal department - still waiting for their response to Laurie Bryson’s request for guidance on next steps to contribute JPMorgan’s previous JMS-related work to OASIS. Redmond’s session on JMS last week came to some agreement on “anonymous publishing”. Apache Qpid JMS code is interoperating with a number of other implementations.
9. OpenMAMA/AMQP (William Henry)
   William was not in attendance.

10. Any other business
    Laurie Bryson raised the question of how this TC is going to present the work artefacts. Rob Godfrey indicated most will be documents delivered alongside the core AMQP spec. Placement of some items, such as anonymous publishing, which may be needed by multiple workstreams, are not clear.

Meeting was closed at 10:52am EST.

Next meeting will be Tuesday the 12th of March, 2013.